How to make a (good)
promotional film.
A GUIDE FOR CLEANTECH COMPANIES

Introduction
Hi, I’m Emma Murphy, Head of Film at Life
Size Media. (That’s me, doing my thing.)

Sharing everything with you
I’ve spent the last few years travelling from
cow sheds to the National Gallery, airfields
to science labs, all in the pursuit of telling
the best cleantech stories. Along the way
I’ve learnt a lot about how to make a good
promotional film. That includes planning the
story, what to shoot (and how!), interviews,
editing, distribution… everything. And now I
am going to share it ALL with you.

• Anyone who wants to make a film with
us – but is intrigued to know all the nittygritty that goes into it

Our films
We make short, promotional films specifically
for clean technology and sustainability
clients. In general, they are 3-4 minutes long
and interview led. So this series is most
relevant for that type of film. To get a feel for
our films and our clients, take a look at the
Life Size Media showreel.

Who’s this eBook for?
• Organisations that don’t have the
budget to hire an external agency – and
don’t want to make too bad a mess of it!
• Companies looking to hire an agency –
but who want to understand the process
better themselves
• Individuals learning how to direct/
produce their own films – the advice
here is best applicable to short
corporate style films as well as
documentaries
• Camera ops, sound recordists, editors or
other individuals looking to work in the
industry – who want to understand how
their work fits into the bigger picture

However, your film doesn’t have to be about a
clean technology company. It might be about
a different type of company, or a community
group, or a new initiative, a holiday
destination or even your family. If you are
looking to make longer form documentaries
or low-budget dramas then a lot of this
information could still be relevant.
Enjoy!
Emma
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PART 1

What’s the story?
So, you want to make a promotional film. Great! Well,
where do you start?
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What not to do
This is how a lot of (not so good) production companies or
in-house teams will start:
Team brainstorm: “We need to look really impressive… Ooh
and we need to make sure we get in that fact about being the
fastest growing company in our sector… And we need to show
the technology… We should show it in the lab and on a client
site… And lets show the whole senior management team…
Maybe we can have everyone talking to the camera? Which
site shall we show? Let’s maybe show all of them because it
shows the full range of applications…”
Stop for a minute. I’m not saying these are bad ideas, but
you’ve got ahead of yourself. If you keep going with this
approach you’re going to make rather boring sales-focused
corporate film.
So what’s missing? There is no STORY.

People love stories
I’ll repeat:
People.
LOVE.
Stories.
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People do NOT love information overload. They do not love
being obviously sold to. People love stories. And I mean
all people – investors, executive level decision makers,
journalists, customers… they’re all people. They all want to
buy into a good story: your story. IF you tell it right.

Starting from the story
So let’s start that film brainstorming process again…
It’s about an industry struggling to manage their escalating
energy bills and us providing a solution that doesn’t interfere
with daily activities.
The world needs renewable energy and we’ve got the
cheapest solution that can be installed all over the globe.
People in council homes are struggling with mould and damp
issues; we can get rid of that forever.
Now we’re getting there.
I’m not saying you don’t want to get across your key
commercial messages (wait for Part 2!). I’m not saying you
don’t want to show your technology in action, or feature
your enigmatic CEO talking. What I’m saying is – Lead With
The Story. What story can you tell that gets those messages
across whilst convincing viewers that this is something worth
paying attention to?

So we told the story of the technology from the point of the
passionate CEO. The story starts with the issue in the energy
market – we need clean energy sources but renewables are
currently too expensive.
We then introduce the solution but with a bit of history (a
story)– the idea of using kites to harness energy is actually
quite an old one, but the technology just wasn’t there to make
it feasible.
And finally, we end with a vision – a large-scale system that is
deployable anywhere in the world. And it’s not just a vision, it’s
his vision. So we care, because we don’t feel we’re watching
a company sales pitch, we feel like someone is sharing their
story with us.

The visual story
In fact, this film has two stories. The story above outlines what
you hear. But the joy of film is that you get to see and hear. So
while that spoken story is going on, we tell another story – a
visual one.

We follow the launch of a two-kite system. At first, we’re close
up watching the preparations…it’s not quite clear what’s
going on. But as the kite is launched, we go with it, soaring
high above the airfield test area. The music lifts with us (music
can tell a story all in its own right!) and from there we watch
the kites fly. (We’ll look more at how visuals and audio can tell
different stories in Part 3).
People engage because people love stories. And it works.
The Kite Power Systems film is by far our most popular film to
date. It has 20,000 views on our channel alone and is the most
discussed and commented on film that we’ve produced. Take
a look and see what you think…

Hold on to your story
Once you’ve got your story, don’t forget it. Because
everything you do next needs to hang off that story. The
visuals tell that story. The interviews or voice over tell that
story. The music tells that story. Then, within that story, you
can put your key messages that you desperately want your
audience to understand.

WATCH THE FILM WE
MADE FOR KPS

All three above examples are real films we’ve made. Let’s look
at one of them in more detail…

Kite Power Solutions
KPS is developing technology to harness wind energy using
large, automated, flying kites. They wanted people to take
the technology seriously, to understand the basics of how it
works, and to believe that it will one day (soon!) be a serious
contender to traditional wind turbines.
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PART 2

Key messages
Key messages – knowing their place
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I know that I told you in Part 1 not to get distracted by your
key messages. However, now that you’ve switched your
mindset to thinking about stories, we’re allowed to return to
key messages.
The reality is, promotional films are meant to promote. If
you’re investing in a film to promote you, it needs to do that
job. However, there is a big difference between key messages
being in the film, and key messages being the film.

Let’s look at a simple example
Jack owns Jack Innovations Ltd. They make a really
innovative product. The key messages he wants to get across
about it are:
•
•
•
•

They are the number one company in the market
Their product is cheap
It has a 10-year guarantee
They have cool offices, impressive staff, and matching
t-shirts

Narrative one: Key messages, no story
“Hi I’m Jack from Jack’s Innovation Ltd. We are THE number
one innovation company. Our products are the CHEAPEST
on the market. AND they come with a 10-year guarantee. You
can’t ask for better than that. Let me tell you what else makes
us great…. We have really cool offices, really impressive
people, and we all wear these amazing matching t-shirts… etc”
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Is Jack telling a story? No. So how could we get across Jack’s
key messages in a story?

WATCH THE FILM
WE MADE FOR KIWI
POWER

Narrative two: Key messages IN a story
“Hi, I’m Lucy from Important Client Inc. We are really busy
and important. But we had a problem. We were missing
a key innovation. Without it, everything was going wrong
and everyone was very sad. Then we met Jack from Jack’s
Innovation Ltd. Their innovation was EXACTLY what we
needed! It doesn’t just do the job but it’s cheap too. We really
trusted the company after meeting all their lovely team (in
their great matching t-shirts). And to top it all, it comes with
a 10-year guarantee. Now we can get on with doing our
important job without worrying, and everyone is happier!”
I’ll admit, it’s still fairly sales-y, but this second narrative is
still much more engaging, because Lucy is telling a story.
There’s a beginning (we do cool things but we had a problem),
a middle (we met these guys and they could help) and an end
(now we can get on with everything and everyone is happy).
In this context it might sound still quite boring, but imagine
Lucy runs The National Gallery, or the largest UK printer, or a
big gas turbine manufacturer. And the problem that she faces
is an electricity bill over £1 million pounds, enormous carbon
emissions, or a dangerous risk to their operations.
When she talks about how Jack Innovations helped them,
other important companies like hers who are dealing with
similar problems, are going to listen.

Don’t make the story seem all about you
The above example highlights another point – it is much more
powerful to get someone else to talk about how great you
are, than to say it yourself. Put frankly, when Jack talks about
Jack’s Innovation Ltd he sounds arrogant and false. Whereas,
when Lucy talks about them, she sounds genuine and we
believe her.

The more important or influential Lucy’s position or company
(and the more genuine she sounds) the more impressive the
message. Which brings us back to Part 1 of this series –
What’s the story? Is the story Jack banging on about how
great he is, or is a better story Lucy talking about how much
she needed his innovation?

Planning key messages into your story

Top tips

If your film is led by interviews, then you need to plan interview
questions that highlight your key messages. Write out the key
elements that you need each interviewee to cover. Then turns
those into questions.

Here are my top tips for getting your key messages into your
film (without ruining it):
• Know your key messages
• Stick to three, or a maximum of five, key messages
• Pick one message that is the most important, and let that
be the main theme of the story you tell
• Integrate your messages into your story – don’t let them
be your story
• Find creative ways of showing your messages, rather
than just telling

If your film is led by a voice over or captions, then you
integrate your key messages into the script. With a good
copywriter, this is easily done. Just remember that first and
foremost you should be telling a story.

For example, you want them to say:
Our company is designing a solution to tackle carbon
emissions
So you ask (in as many variants as you need of):
What issue is your company tackling; what challenges are you
working on; what does your company do; what’s your vision?
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PART 3

Audio and visual stories
Telling two stories

3

The great thing about film is it gives you two opportunities to tell a story and
get your key messages across: The pictures and the audio. A lot of corporate
films forget this. Instead, they simply use the pictures as a direct back up to
what the audio is saying. To me, this is basically a slideshow presentation.

Jack’s Innovations – being too literal
You remember Jack from Part 2? Let’s plan an outline for Jack’s film. The
(boring) slideshow version goes a little like this.
Hi I’m Jack, I work at Jack’s Innovations Ltd
[We see Jack speak, and then we see an exterior of his company]
We make great innovations
[We see one of these innovations]
They can go really fast
[We see it going really fast]
And they are really cheap
[We cut to stock footage of some dollar bills falling from the sky (unfortunately
stockfootageRUs.com didn’t have pound notes)]
We have a great team
[Cut to shot of all the team standing in a line smiling]
They all wear matching t-shirts
[Cut to close up of t-shirt, with someone pointing at the company logo]
So what’s wrong with it? Well, first of all, there’s no story. Let’s fix that first.
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Improving the spoken story: Capturing CO2

Is there a story?

I’ll use a real client example and leave poor Jack alone.
Climeworks have produced a technology to directly suck CO2
out of the atmosphere. The below is (roughly) how the audio
part of their film goes. Here’s how it would have looked if we
followed the ‘show what you say’ model:

The audio is telling a story, but the visuals are not. This is
basically a presentation – the visuals are acting almost like
slides in a slideshow.

We need to remove CO2 from the atmosphere
[Stock footage of emissions coming out of a chimney stack]
We have developed a technology to do this
[Static shot of the technology. Or maybe the beginning shot in
reverse, to really hammer home the ‘removal’ message?]
It works by some clever science
[Cut to animation detailing exactly what’s being said]
CO2 can be used by the beverage industry, to make synthetic
fuels, or stored underground
[Cut between shots highlighting each of these applications.
Probably don’t have a footage of the second two so just use a
static photo?]
We’ve built the first such plant in the world
[Cut to plant. Maybe animate a No. 1 badge over it to show it’s
the first?]
The CO2 will be supplied to a greenhouse
[Show footage of greenhouse. But he also mentions CO2 and
some figures so probably cut back to that chimney stack shot
when he says CO2 to be super clear. And then we’ll animate
the figures on the screen as he says each of them.]
This is a huge achievement, and brings us one step closer to
our target of removing 1% of global CO2 emissions by 2020.
[OK there’s a lot here. We’re going to need people looking
happy and smiling at camera with a thumbs-up, a stock image
of the globe, and then the numbers 1% and 2020…]

Some people think that viewers need this sort of spoonfeeding. Personally, I think viewers are smarter than that.
In addition, this sort of storytelling is missing a big
opportunity. Because when you pair pictures with words, you
get to tell not one, but TWO stories.

Telling two stories
The audio and visuals can’t be telling two unrelated stories,
that would just be confusing. But they can tell two parts of the
same story. And that means you can show twice as much.
Your audio story might tell us that:
• We were founded in 2010
• We store energy as heat
• We’re doing trials with 3 big companies

But at the same time your visual story might instead
demonstrate:
• We have impressive facilities
• Our pilot plant is up and running
• We have a large multi-talented team
When you’ve only got three minutes, you don’t want to throw
away half your opportunity to communicate with your viewer.

Two stories done well: Climeworks
Let’s return to our real client example. We know what the
spoken story is (there is a need to remove CO2, we can do
it, we’re launching the world’s first plant…) so how about the
visual one?
Well, in this case we chose to follow the process building up
to the launch: working in the lab, assembling the technology,
shipping it on to site, putting it together with impressive big
cranes, and then the two CEOs (who have been telling you
the audio story) arrive on site to look around at what they’ve
created.
At the end, the two stories come together in a satisfying
resolution. Both streams were actually telling the same bigger
story (we’re launching world-changing technology) but each
of the visuals and the spoken elements focused on a different
aspect of that story.
This way a viewer gets twice the amount of information.
They’re also twice as likely to engage in the story, because
effectively they’ve been told it twice.
Let’s see how that plays out in reality, in a film that’s been
watched well over 100,000 times...

WATCH THE FILM WE MADE FOR CLIMEWORKS

There’s a story there now. So what’s wrong with it? Well, a lot
of production companies may say nothing.
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PART 4

Shot list

4

So, you know what your story is, you’ve defined your
key messages, and you’ve thought about what you want
to say with your visuals and your audio. To translate that
into the structure for an actual film, you’re next going to
make a shot list.

What is a shot list?
A shot list is very simply a list of the shots that you want to
take. It’s incredibly important to plan this out because, aside
from your interview, the shot list is your film.
Putting together a shot list helps define what you want to
show. It helps you think creatively about how you might want
to show it. The shoot day itself will be far too busy for this kind
of creative thinking, so you need to plan in advance.

How do you start?
You’ve already thought about your main story, and you’ve
thought specifically about the visual story and how that
complements the key spoken messages that you’ll capture in
your interviews.
These are your tools for planning your shot list. We’ll go
through it step by step, using a real client example.

Lighting Control at the National Gallery
A few years ago now, we made a film about lighting control
in the National Gallery. The gallery opens to the public
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seven days a week at 10am sharp. So we only had a few
early morning hours to capture all the footage we needed. A
carefully planned shot list was crucial.

Step one: Get your story straight
The client here was the company that made the lighting
controls. But we knew that the interesting story focus was
the National Gallery and the challenges they faced. Firstly, the
National Gallery is more interesting to a viewer and secondly,
this conveys the key underlying message – if the National
Gallery chose to work with these guys, so should you.

So, most importantly for our shot list, what’s the visual story?
THE VISUAL STORY

The visual story was a chance to both back up what was being
said, as well as really show the impact. The overall visual story
we were aiming for was an atmospheric tour of the hidden
sides of this well-known landmark.

THE PEOPLE DOING THE TALKING

As well as the fixed interview to camera, it is always good to
see interviewees doing something. This gives us a feel for
who they are and what they do. So, in this case, we chose
to see the three key players checking the controls and
discussing their function as they walked through the gallery.
BEHIND THE SCENES

Anyone can go into the main galleries. This was our chance
to get behind the scenes, or more specifically, up in the roof
space. This would enable us to show viewers the hidden
aspects of the galleries where all the systems are, and to get
nice and close to those automated roof blinds.

THE OVERALL STORY

The National Gallery holds one of the most important art
collections in the world. Light damages the paintings, but you
need light to see the paintings: a constant challenge for all
galleries. The gallery had recently installed energy efficient
LED lighting, and they chose Open Technology to manage this
new lighting with their intelligent controls.

ACTION

THE AUDIO STORY

You’ve now outlined the main areas you want to cover, but it’s
still not a shot list. Now you break those general ideas down
into specific actions/sequences:

The audio story here was going to be based on interviews
with Open Technology; the contractors installing the
technology; and the National Gallery. The key messages we
were looking for were:
• Lighting is critically important at the National Gallery
• They have now installed energy-efficient LED lights
• They have sensors that can detect if a gallery is
occupied
• They have sensors that detect ambient lighting levels
• The controls have different presets for open and shut
hours
• The lights will come on when someone walks through the
gallery
• They control daylight blinds to optimise daylight in the
galleries
• They will adjust the lighting to exact set levels on the
paintings
• And all of this was easy to install and very well managed.

We know we’re going to hear talk of blinds opening and lights
coming on, so we want to see as much of this as possible.

Step three: refining your shot list

Step two: rough shot list
Now it’s time to think about the actual footage you might
need.
THE GENERAL SETTING

We want to get a feel for where we are. We need to appreciate
the history and grandeur. So we want to see some of the
artworks, and the architecture of the building.
LIGHTS!

This is a film about lighting, so we need to see some lights.
Specifically lights dimming/raising in response to changing
conditions.

THE GENERAL SETTING

• Shots of whole galleries to see full setting (at least two
different spaces)
• Close-ups of different paintings
• External shot of the building
LIGHTS!

• Lights going on and off
• Lights dimming
THE PEOPLE TALKING

• All three interviewees walking through the gallery
together
• Looking at data on a laptop or tablet screen
• Pointing out relevant sensors and control boxes
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BEHIND THE SCENES

• Contractor climbing into roof space
• Contractor opening control box to show the control
system
• Client talking to technical staff in offices looking at data
on screen
• Looking down into gallery from roof space

Finished result
Want to see how that translates into the final film?

ACTION

• Gallery manager walking through dark gallery and lights
coming on in response to his approach
• Gallery manger stepping over rope to check hidden
control box
• Manager holding up sensor to check ambient light levels
• Daylight blinds opening

Step four: an actual shot list
The above is a more detailed description of what we want to
shoot, but it still isn’t a shot list. The above might be enough
to suit your purpose, but if you want to be really detailed and
organised…an actual shot list would look more like this:
GALLERY 1

• Wide on full gallery, lights low
• Mid on archway opening, horse painting in background,
gallery manager walks into shot and stops
• Close up on gallery manager face as he turns
GALLERY 2

• Wide looking from gallery 1 into gallery 2, manager walks
towards camera. Lights come on as he walks all the way
towards
• Mid or close covering same action
• Change angle mid, same action, manager walks left to
right past camera
etc.

Worth the effort?
Now you begin to see the detail that goes into making a film.
You may not need to go as far as making an actual shotby-shot list. A good cameraperson can translate a list that
describes all the places and action you want into specific
shots on the day. The more time you have, the more loose you
can be with your shot list. At the National Gallery we had no
room for error.

And this helps to explain why filming is (as one of our clients
put it) ‘like watching paint dry’. Because what appears in a
finished film as – Gallery manager walks through the gallery
as lights come on in response to his presence – can in reality
involve any number of shots; from 3 to 30.
It may seem like a laborious task, but the process of stopping
to think about what you want to shoot will lead to a much
better film. It also helps you be realistic about timings when
you plan your filming schedule, which we’ll cover soon.
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PART 5

Your team of
professionals

5

You know what your story is (audio and visual), you’ve
defined your key messages and written out your shot
list. Now it’s time to get your team together.
Good films need professionals. I say this not because I want
you to pay to work with us (though that would be nice). I say
it because I have seen what happens when you don’t use
professionals. It doesn’t usually go well.

Use professionals
Operating a camera, recording sound or editing a film are
specialised skills. Equipment is becoming more and more
accessible which is great, but just because you can afford to
buy a camera, that doesn’t mean you are qualified to use one.
So who do you need and where do you get them from? Well,
you’ve got two routes:

Route one: Agency/production company
This means engaging a ready-made team. Not only will they
sort out your crew, they’ll also do everything else. A good
company will work with you from the initial ideas stage, to
presenting the final piece, and perhaps even through to
distribution. They’ll guide you through the process, or just
take of it off your hands completely and only involve you in the
important decisions.
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If you are planning to hire a production company, then they
should help you work out everything we already discussed in
Parts 1-4. However, there is no harm in better understanding
those things yourself.
PROS AND CONS OF USING AN AGENCY

Pros:
• Less time and hassle
• No need to deal directly with crew members
• They’ll cover all bases and think of the things that you
might forget
• Their films will have a standard of quality which will be
met for your film
• If something is not as expected, you can query it
• They are experienced in making films; you may not be
Cons:
• It will work out more expensive overall (but with the right
company you’ll see that value back many-fold in the
quality of the finished product)
• You don’t get to live out your unexpressed Steven
Spielberg dreams
TIPS FOR FINDING THE RIGHT PRODUCTION COMPANY

• Check their previous work: Do you actually like it? Do
you want a film that looks and feels like that? The work
should speak for itself.
• Talk to them: Tell them what you need, talk about
your sector and its challenges. Do you feel like they
understand you? Do you feel like you’re in safe hands?
• Costs: For a standard 3-4 minute film using live footage
and featuring interviews, you should be looking
somewhere between £3,000 and £12,000. Cost depends
on various factors including; the number of days filming,
crew, equipment, travel, graphics etc.

Option 2: The DIY Route
If you don’t have the budget to hire a ready-made production
company (or you want to find out first-hand that there’s more
to this than you imagined) here is a list of who you might need.
CAMERA PERSON

This is the person who will film the footage. Variously called:
Camera Op, Self-shooting Director, Director of Photography,
Videographer. (These do all mean different things, which does
matter within the industry, but not really to you).
SOUND RECORDIST

This is a separate person who will record the sound. You don’t
have to record sound separately, but you get a better quality
by having one person with the correct equipment focusing
solely on sound. If you don’t have the budget for it then
your camera person probably can handle basic sound, but
definitely check this with them first.

ASSISTANT

This might be a camera assistant focused on helping the
camera person, or a general assistant to carry things, set up
equipment and get tea. Assisting is an art unto itself and it
makes a huge difference when done well. If there’s a lot of
equipment or you’re trying to fit a lot in one day on a busy,
large or difficult site, I would recommend having an assistant.
DIRECTOR/PRODUCER

If you have gone down the DIY route then chances are this
is you. That means it’s your job to organise everything and
everyone, and make all the decisions on set. You will be
expected to provide everything from refreshments and
directions to the toilets, right up to deciding if a shot is good
enough, what should be shot in what order, and who to
interview.
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EDITOR

We’ll cover post-production later but this will add to your crew
list. You will at minimum want an experienced editor. You may
want to splash out on a separate sound editor or a picture
grader.
EQUIPMENT

Most freelance professionals come with their own equipment
but make sure you have talked about what you are hoping to
achieve, and therefore what equipment might be needed. If
you require anything beyond a basic camera/lighting setup
then you will most likely be expected to pay for the additional
equipment. This might include GoPros, drones, extra lights,
tripods, sliders, jibs, track etc., so be prepared for this and
make sure you know what extras you want before the shoot
day.
EQUIPMENT WARNING!

Some fancy equipment can add a lot to the final look of a film,
but you don’t want to spend the whole shoot trying to work
out how to put something together. If your camera person
isn’t confident about a piece of equipment and hasn’t used it
before, now is not the time to try. So only add extra equipment
if it has been recommended by the crew, if there is time and
space for it, and if there is someone on set able to operate it.

Sample quote
To the right is a breakdown for one of our standard 1 day
shoots. You can use this for comparison, or as a useful guide
for working out your own budget if you go down the DIY route.

Cost breakdown – Example
Pre-production
Includes: Storyboarding, scripting interviews, creating shot list, planning for shoot days
Pre-production
Director

Day rate
£500

# days
1

Cost
£500

Sub total

£500

Shooting – one day
Includes: 4-person crew, travel, equipment, provisions, insurance.
Shooting

Director
Camera operator
Sound recordist
Drone operator
Equipment
Travel
Daily expenses

Day rate
£500
£500
£500
£500
£200
£100
£50

#
1
1
1
1
1
4
1

Cost
£500
£500
£500
£500
£200
£400
£50

Sub total:

£2,550

Post-production
Includes: Interview transcribe, selecting sound bites, picture edit, sound edit, music choice/fees, title
design, comments/changes from client.
Excludes: Archive footage, stock footage, > 2 rounds of comments/changes from client.

Post-production
Director
Editor
Sound edit
Music fee
Titles

Rate
£500
£500
£500
£200
£200

#
3
2
0.5
2
1

Cost
£1,500
£1,000
£250
£400
£200

Sub total:

£3,350

Total: £6,400
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PART 6

Preparing for
shoot day
“By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail.”
“Hope for the best, prepare for the worst”

6

“Spectacular achievement is always preceded by
unspectacular preparation.”
You get my point.
We’ve got our story, our messages, our shot list and our crew.
It’s nearly time to shoot. What’s left on our to-do list?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shot list
Interview questions
Schedule
Food
Water
Transport
On-site logistics
Insurance and risk assessment

So yes, nearly there.

Shot list
We covered the shot list in Part 4. Before the shoot you want
to distribute this to all the relevant people. Your camera
person needs to think about how they’re going to capture all
of that, and what equipment they might need. The client (or
whoever is responsible for the filming site) needs to check
that it is feasible to access those places and people.
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Interview questions
We’ll cover interviews in depth, but you need to have a list of
interview questions in advance. You also need to decide who
you are interviewing, where you are interviewing them, and
when in the day it will take place.

Schedule
I cannot stress how important it is to have a schedule. If you
don’t… you’ll find that it is 4 pm, you’ve had no lunch, you’ve
only got through a fifth of your shot list, and everyone is very
miserable and irritated.
Use your shot list as the guide for your schedule. Plan things
in a sensible order, so you’re not running back and forth
across the site. Then work out at what time of day you should
film in each area. For example, don’t plan to do the outside
shots at 4 pm in the depths of winter.
HOW LONG SHOULD YOU ESTIMATE?

Overestimate everything. You may think having someone walk
along and check their computer and walk off again would
take, what, 10 minutes? Schedule an hour.
The more you are setting up action, the longer it will take. You
are not working with professional actors, so it’s not fair to yell
at that poor clumsy engineer who’s volunteered to help, just
because you haven’t planned enough time for the errors.
WHY DOES IT TAKE SO LONG?!

First of all, you need to film everything from two or three
different angles. Second, the poor guy or gal you’re filming
might look nervous and awkward the first few times. Then
inevitably someone will unexpectedly walk into shot. Finally,
you realise that the first time they used their left hand, and
then used their right, so you’ll have to cover that off again.
On the other hand, filming something that is already busy,
exciting and happening anyway is always much quicker.

The people involved can just get on with what they’re doing,
and you can move around finding the different angles and
capturing the action.
I find every shoot involves a mixture of both, because you’re
not going to turn up on site to find everyone magically doing
something relevant and interesting that fits together into a
neat storyline. You’re going to have to set up at least some of
the action yourself.
SETTING UP AND PACKING UP

Don’t forget to plan time for setting up and packing up. You
can’t just arrive on site and suddenly be filming an interview.
You need time to find your way around, for everyone to have
tea and go to the bathroom, then to get all the equipment out
and ready, and then to find your way to the first filming spot.
At the end of the day, you will need to do all that in reverse.
LUNCH

Plan in a lunch break, and plan it early in the day. If you have
arrived on site at 8 or 9 in the morning then your crew might
have been up from 5 or 6 am. They’re hungry, and a hungry
crew is not a productive crew. Which leads me nicely onto my
next, and possibly most important, point…

Food
FEED YOUR CREW. Feed them more than might seem
necessary. Feed them anything they want. And feed them
constantly throughout the day. A well-fed crew is a productive
and happy crew. And filming is hungry work!
First of all, the day before you go filming, you need to go
shopping. Buy snacks, LOTS of snacks. Think of things that
are easy to transport and eat on the move (bananas, crisps,
cereal bars) but also a balance of sweet and savoury – avoid a
mid-afternoon sugar crash!
Next, lunch. Do you need to bring a picnic lunch, is there
somewhere nearby you can go to, can you get food delivered,

or is there a canteen on site? Hot food is always more
welcome than sandwiches. But don’t forget your schedule.
Your crew would love to go out for a three-course meal and a
glass of wine, but your budget can’t cover it and that would be
the whole afternoon gone.

Water
They say the human body can survive for three weeks without
food, but only a few days without water. Keep your crew
hydrated.
Have water bottles on hand and keep them filled up. You may
expect that your crew are all grown up and can manage that
sort of things themselves. However, they are busy and very
focused on their work. So make sure they have easy access
to water at all times.
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Transport
Where are you filming, and how are you all going to get there?
Film crews will expect you to organise the transport, or at
least agree on mileage and timings with them if they have
their own car. Plan in advance.
Are you getting taxis, hiring a vehicle or going on the train?
What time do you need to meet, have you left plenty of time
for any changes overs? Is everyone accounted for? And is
there room for you all and the equipment?
For longer distances, trains are quicker. But then what about
the journey from the train to the site? Filming needs a lot of
equipment and someone has to carry it. Don’t plan to be
doing more than a few minutes walk without a car.

On-site logistics
Before you arrive on site, have a call with someone who knows
the site well, and check out these key logistics. It’s even
better if you can go along to do a reccy in advance but time,
distance, access or budget may not allow for that.
As I like to do when going on holiday (is it just me?), it’s a good
idea to run through the whole day in your head. Imagine what
you might need, where you might be going, and who you
might need to ask. Then make sure you have as many answers
as possible before you start.
TOILETS

Are there toilets? This might seem a silly question, but when
you’re filming at an airfield the answer is no. So you’re going to
want to think of some options, even if that option is having a
pack of tissues in your pocket and identifying a good bush.
FOOD AND WATER

Are there taps to refill water bottles (if not, bring more
bottles)? Is there anywhere that serves food for lunch, or
somewhere to heat up or prepare food? Can we make tea or
coffee?

PARKING

If anyone is driving to the site, can you park there? Can you
stop the car at the nearest entrance to unload first?
STORAGE

Is there somewhere to put all the equipment? Ideally,
you want a ‘base-camp’ where you can put all your stuff,
assemble equipment and lay out snacks. This gives the crew
somewhere clear to go back to for breaks or to get extra
items.
BEING LOOKED AFTER

Is there one designated person who will stay with you and the
crew all day and check that you have what you need, know
where you’re going, and aren’t accidentally leaning on a big
red button that says ‘Do Not Press’?

Contacts
Do you know who to call when you arrive on site? Does your
crew know in case they get there first? Does your crew know
your number, and do you know each of theirs? You don’t want
to waste 30 minutes of filming time trying to find each other.

Insurance
You need to make sure that this whole endeavour is insured.
Hopefully nothing will go wrong, but if a member of the crew
gets their arm trapped in some heavy equipment, or an old
lady trips in the street over your tripod, you’ve got some
serious trouble on your hands.
Freelancers usually have their own insurance, but this
might only cover them and not third parties. Production
companies will be insured. Hired equipment comes with its
own insurance, or you can pay extra to cover it. You can get
one-day insurance for these types of activities. Check it out,
get it covered. It’s not worth the consequences if something
happens.

Risk assessment
It’s better if no one gets trapped in any machinery, and that
no old ladies even come close to tripping over, so do a risk
assessment. It will help you identify what could go wrong and
stop it happening. Talk with your site contact to make sure you
have covered everything and find out what safety protocols
they have in place.
Share the risk assessment with everyone involved and have a
safety briefing at the beginning of the day.
Now I know that’s a lot to think about, but if you cover it all
before you go, you’ll have a fun and productive day doing the
actual shooting. Which is the part we all love.
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PART 7

The shoot
The big day is upon us! You’ve done all the preparation,
you’ve got a great team of professionals and you’re
raring to go! Here are some top tips to make the day as
productive and enjoyable as possible.

7

1. Don’t be timid
There isn’t time for shyness. This is your only chance to get all
the content you need. So don’t sit quietly in reception hoping
someone will notice you and don’t say ‘no worries whenever
you’re ready.’
Get stuck in. Find the people you need, make friends, be
confident. Everyone there doesn’t know about filmmaking,
they’re looking to you…so take charge. Ask for what you need.
Tell people (nicely) what to do.

2. Managing the client
You need to keep your client on board, but you also might
need to keep them out of the way. People get over excited
and have lots of ideas. That’s great, but you might not have
time for it all. So lead; don’t be led. Know your plan and stick
to it. Be open to suggestions but make quick decisions about
whether they are going to improve your plan or not. Manage
interruptions and ask for space when you need it.

3. Managing your team
Again, your team wants to be led. YOU are the director
and YOU are in charge. Be polite, be respectful, listen to
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everyone’s individual needs, but know your plan and stick to
your plan. Tell people where you need them to be and what
you need to achieve.
Reward your team’s hard work with tea/coffee, snacks, a
proper lunch break, finishing on time, and thanking them for
their hard work. Then pay them the agreed amount and on
time.

4. Managing your ‘talent’
These kinds of films don’t have scripts and you don’t have
actors. If you arrive on site and everything is really busy
and exciting, then it’s easy to get great, active footage to
portray that. However often there’s not so much going on,
or everyone is running away to avoid the camera – so you’re
going to need to find yourself some ‘talent’.
If you need a shot of an engineer opening up a machine,
putting something in, closing it and pressing go, then you’re

going to need to make friends with one of the engineers and
ask them to do just that. Again, don’t be timid, and don’t wait
for permission. Most people are actually very willing to help, if
you explain what you need and ask nicely.
Once you’ve got your willing volunteer, be nice to them. This is
scary and new for them and they’re doing you a favour. Explain
what you need and how you’re going to direct them. Be firm
and clear so they can trust you, but also be encouraging and
supportive so they feel relaxed. And thank them afterwards.
A few jokes about calling their agent or their Hollywood debut
never go amiss!

5. Managing your schedule
This is the hardest part. You have to stick to your schedule.
If something changes on the day and you decide you need
to do the interview in the morning instead of the afternoon,
that’s fine. Just make sure you rearrange the schedule in your
head and still keep everything to time.

You have to be thinking constantly about timing. If you’re in
the lab getting some really cool footage, you might not want
to leave. But you’ve got to make a judgement call – if we stay
here longer we’ll have less time in the engine room. Do I think
this lab content is better than what I was planning to get
elsewhere? What’s the priority here?
Your camera person especially might get carried away in
pursuit of the perfect shot. You have to decide whether
it’s worth the compromise on the rest of your schedule.
Sometimes ‘good enough’ has to be enough.
Conversely, there’s no point cutting something short if you
haven’t got the footage you need. If three more minutes is
going to make a whole section usable, then that’s better than
wasting the last 30 minutes you’ve spent trying to get the
shot there. That’s the whole day, constantly calculating. And
it’s really hard.

6. Check your shot list
After spending so long preparing, it’s easy to think you’ll
remember everything on the day. But there’s a lot to keep in
mind; so keep checking back to your shot list. You’ll be glad
when you suddenly remember that you needed a shot of
someone walking from inside to outside in order to link up
your two different storylines…

7. Be adaptable – remember why
You can’t always get what you want. You might have really
wanted a shot of a machine opening and a piece of finished
product being lifted out. But then on the day someone tells
you the machine is broken, or the client has decided it’s too
IP sensitive. When you’ve got to change your plan, it helps
to remember why you wanted that shot. Think back to your
storyline. What are you trying to portray? That way you can
think of an alternative that achieves the same result.
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PART 8

A non-camera
person’s guide to
filming

8

As the title suggests, I am not a camera operator. There
are much more trained and experienced people who do
that and I have enough to worry about on set without
trying to do the actual filming.
However, although I’ve made my feelings about hiring
professionals clear, here is a quick look at some basic tips
for camera work. This isn’t going to be technical because I’m
not allowed to press the buttons, but it covers the basics for
footage that translates into a successful edit.
This should prove a useful guide for any camera people who
are recently trained and need reminding of the key basics to
make your work usable to editors in a professional context.
However, if you’re going to try and direct a film, even though
you’re not operating the camera, you should understand how
it works.

Hold the camera still
See, I told you this would cover the basics! But often it’s
the basics that seem to get missed. A shaky camera looks
amateur and can make the viewer motion sick. That’s fine if
you’re shooting a newsreel in a war zone, but the priority for
me is clear footage that is appealing to look at.
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So, use a tripod. Always use a tripod. Or put your camera on
the floor for low shots. Or on a desk. A flat, stable surface.
Don’t think ‘oh well I need to just get this quickly so I’ll just
hold it and I’m sure it’s fine’. It’s not fine if it’s shaky. Take the
extra moment to set up the tripod and put the camera on it.

Smooth camera movements
Camera movements add production value; they make the film
look classier. The basics being:
• Tilt up/down
• Pan left/right
• Slide/track left/right
However, these shots only add value if they’re done smoothly.
So you want a camera on a tripod with a proper tripod head.
Or you want a slider or track. A shot that shakes or judders
doesn’t work. My rule of thumb: if you can’t get the movement
smoothly, don’t move the camera.

Film mini-sequences
The lazy way to make promotional films is simply to take shots
of all the relevant bits. And then, in the edit, put the most
relevant shot over what the speaker is saying.

Example: Oxsensis

Wide, mid, close

Now that ‘story’ can be as simple as people arrive at the
building, go through the main door, swipe in, and go up to
their office. It’s not groundbreaking stuff. But it tells us, as the
viewer, that there’s a story unfolding. And we can still achieve
the same results of seeing the outside of the building and the
company logo, but we see them in the context of the story.

This is the go-to for covering your action from different
angles so that your editor can stitch them together. If you’ve
filmed a really interesting shot of someone putting something
together, but you’ve only filmed it from one camera angle,
then that’s all the editor has to work with. They can either use
one little bit of it, or we have to stay on the same shot for the
whole action. Different angles let the editor stitch the action
together.

That’s exactly how we start our most recent film for our repeat
client Oxsensis. The story sequences don’t stop there…next
we see two technicians changing into their lab gear. We then
visit different stations in the production area while different
manufacturing processes take place. Each one of these is its
own mini-sequence.
And in fact, there’s an overarching visual story here. Each of
these mini-sequences links together to show a different part
of the assembly process of an Oxsensis sensor. By the end of
the film, we see that sensor fitted onto a gas turbine, which is
what those sensors are for.
Take a look, what do you think of the result?

If you get flustered in the heat of the moment and you’re
wondering if you’ve covered enough, go to the basics:
• Wide – so we can see the whole setting and the context
in which the action is happening
• Mid – so we can see all the action but cut the context
• Close – so we see exactly what’s happening in detail.
Watch the Oxsensis film below – look again for the use of
wide, mid and close.

WATCH THE FILM WE
MADE FOR OXSENSIS

She says the name of the company, we see the logo
Then she says what they make, we see the machine
She mentions that it runs really fast, we see it running fast
But that’s not really a film – it’s a glorified slideshow. The
human brain is hard-wired to want stories, so why not give
them to us? We’ve already talked about finding the overall
story of your film. But every single sequence is an opportunity
to tell a mini-story.
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Changing angles and crossing the line
The rule of thumb is that you need to move the camera angle
by more than 30 degrees for any two shots to be editable
together. If you only shift just a little bit to one side then cut
between those two shots, it looks like there’s been a glitch in
the Matrix instead of a change in perspective.
So once you’ve covered the action from one angle, move
at least 30 degrees around (and preferably switch between
close, mid and wide).
However, don’t cross the line. Crossing the line is a
complicated idea, but the basic premise is that if you film
something from one side, and then go all the way to the other
side for the next shot, the brain can’t stitch those two angles
together.
Imagine you’re watching someone walk from left to right. Well,
if you go all the way around (crossing the line) and film them
from the other side, they’re now walking right to left. When
you cut those two shots together it looks like they’ve done an
about turn.
Look again at the Oxsensis film. Can you see the angle
changes? Does it ever feel jumpy and confused or does your
brain always accept the change of angle?

In and out points
A scene needs an ‘in’ and an ‘out’ point. Covering wide, mid
and close and changing the angle by more than 30 degrees
(without crossing the line!) gives your editor plenty of
material to edit together a little sequence. But when does the
sequence start and when does it stop?
With films that cut between interviews and live action, the
interview shots give you an option to cut between action
without it all necessarily stitching together. However, it is
much more satisfying to watch action start and resolve
naturally.

Take one last look at that Oxsensis film (sorry if you’re bored
of watching it now!).
Each of those mini-sequences has an in and an out point. We
don’t start partway through the action; we see people arriving,
someone walking through a door or the sensor being carried
into shot… And at the end we see them leave, the sensor lifted
out of place, or the carry case being rolled away. The viewer
knows when new action has started, and when it has resolved.
(Talking of out points, here’s my ‘out’ point for this chapter…)
That covers the most important elements of shooting, without
getting into any technicalities about lenses, F-stops, exposure
and who knows what else. When you work with a professional
camera person, those aren’t your concern.
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PART 9

The importance of sound

9

It wouldn’t be fair to talk about filming visuals without talking about
sound too. Poor old sound, how it so often gets forgotten! But what
makes a horror movie scary, or a Scandi crime drama gripping, or the
latest David Attenborough documentary somehow seem even more
3D? It’s the sound.
In promotional films and documentaries sound often takes a back seat. Highquality sound really adds production value. It makes things sharp and sexy and
tangible. And beyond that, sometimes you can tell a story with sound that you
can’t tell with pictures.
You might not be able to see the engine parts moving, but you can hear an
engine roar.

Electric drivetrains
A key brief from our client Saietta was to continue their ‘cool and sexy’ image
(maybe not their exact words but we got the gist). Limited by time on site,
we couldn’t take the easy route of filming electric vehicles zooming around
a test track doing doughnuts, or an electric plane doing a flyover. It was also
important to focus on the R+D (research and development) and the tech that
the company specialise in, rather than the finished vehicles it’s used in.
So it was the sound, in the end, that really made the film. The shots are slick
and sexy, and give you an insight into the different aspects of what goes on in
their R+D facilities. But the sound of the film is what adds the drama.
Take a look and see what you think. Can you see where additional sound
design has been added, and how this mixes with the soundtrack?
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So how do you get good sound?
Quite simply, by having a dedicated sound recordist on site.
You can get away without one, if you have a camera-person
who is confident recording sound, and in some settings that
might be fine. But if sound is really important to your film, then
you want someone dedicated to getting that sound.
To get good sound, you want to give sound recording the
same preparation time and attention that you do the camera
work:
• As well as a shot list, you can make a sound ‘shot’ list
• At each location, make sure your sound recordist knows
what they should be trying to capture
• Check sound is ready to go before you start shooting
each shot
• Before you leave a location, make sure the sound person
has everything they need
• Do a wild track: this is where you record 60s of pure
sound from each environment (without anyone talking
or making other noise). This allows the editor to set the
backdrop for each location and deal with noise issues.
It is especially important for locations where you are
recording interviews.

Why do we clap?
Clapping gives a point for the editor to sync the picture and
the sound. The camera films the clap to ‘see’ the point that the
noise should happen, and the microphone ‘hears’ it. When you
align those two points, your sound and picture are aligned.
The onboard microphone of the camera will also ‘hear’ the
clap so you can align the two noise spikes.
A clapperboard is a fancy way of clapping. In addition to
making a nice clear clapping sound, it gives you space to
write on the scene and take numbers to make it easier for the
editor to sort through. You usually only need that in shooting
dramas, but it makes me feel special and important to use one
anyway!

Sound and interviews
Sound is especially important when recording interviews. To
be safe, you want to record two inputs of sound. As standard,
that would usually be a lapel mic clipped to the interview
subject’s shirt or jacket and a directional mic pointed at them.
This gives you a back up if one mic picks up unwanted extra
noise. The editor can also choose which channel sounds
better for the editor, or blend them both.
As a side note, I prefer to go for hidden lapel mics where
possible. A visible mic draws the viewer’s attention to the fact
that this is being recorded, which I think breaks the immersive
experience of feeling part of a real story. However, this will
depend on budget, having an experienced sound recordist to
attach it, and time constraints for setting up the interview.

Noise on set
One of the things we often have to contend with, especially
because we’re usually on industrial sites, is extra noise on set.
This can be anything from background machinery, to people
talking, to a radio playing.

If you can see the source of noise in your shots (i.e. a piece of
moving machinery or workers moving about) then that’s not
necessarily a problem; it all fits with the content that you’re
capturing. But noises that you can’t ‘see’ can really mess up
an edit. You may not notice it at the time, but you don’t want
to review your footage and realise that The Beach Boys are
blaring out of a radio over every one of your shots.
Just like you will need to try and control lighting and action
while filming, you will need to control the sound environment.
Turn the radio off. Turn off air conditioning or humming
machinery wherever possible. Remind everyone present that
you are filming, and ask them to keep chat to a minimum.

Listen to your sound recordist
The most valuable tip I can give for getting good sound for
your film is to listen to the person recording it. You may not
be able to hear something, but their microphones are very
sensitive. If they say a machine is too loud, or they can hear
talking next door, or there’s a plane flying overhead… then
pause the interview or the action and sort it out.
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PART 10

Setting up the
interview

10

Unless your film is led by a voiceover or subtitles,
interviews are the key narrative part of your film. So
you need to get them right. Before you can even think
about asking any questions, you need to make sure that
everything is set up correctly.

Backdrop
Choosing the right background helps gives the right
impression of the company and the person you are
interviewing.
A background to an interview should be:
• Interesting and relevant: Maybe we can we see their
technology, lab, office or test room
• Reflect the job role/expertise of the interviewee: e.g.
offices for the MD or the assembly plant for the Chief
Engineer
• Just a background!: The interview shouldn’t interact
with their background or refer to anything in shot, as this
causes complications when splicing different sections in
the edit.
But remember:
• Sound is everything: So however good a background
looks…if you can’t get clean interview sound then don’t
do your interview there!
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Positioning and eye-line

PLANES!

TRUCKS!

MACHINERY!

MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC!

BUSY ENGINEERS!

OR the interviewee shuffling, foot tapping or slapping their
thighs! (I won’t name and shame for this one!)

This is a matter of style and taste, but you want to consider
where the interviewee is sitting and in which direction they are
looking:
• Looking straight into the camera or to an off-camera
interviewer?
• Full body, waist up, shoulders up, or full face?
• One or two angles on the interview (thus one or two
cameras)?
• Sitting or standing (the priority is to make sure they don’t
sway, swing, shuffle or fidget)?

Lighting
Interviewees need to be well lit. If the light is glinting off their
glasses, it’s distracting. If they’re half in shadow, it looks like
an issues-led documentary.
• Good lighting is when you don’t notice it: The subject
is well lit, the backdrop is complementary, and you can’t
see any spotlights, shadows or glare.
• Natural light is quicker and easier: But watch out for
glare, squinting, and changing light conditions. Plus
outdoors is often noisy and harder to manipulate!
• More lights can mean better lighting: But it also
increases set up time, cost, and the room can get awfully
hot!

Sound
The cameraperson will roll their eyes at this one, but sound is
everything in an interview. If the picture doesn’t work, you can
still use the sound content and choose never to show your
subject. If the sound is spoilt, then you’ve got no interview at
all.

And remember, if you’re recording your picture and sound
separately, and don’t have the fancy new software or a nifty
gadget, a good clap goes a long way.

Watch out for any of the following, all from personal
experience – hit play to see if you can catch snippets of what
we were contending with!
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PART 11

Asking the questions

11

Interviewing isn’t easy. You have to ask good questions; review the
answers as they come; repeat questions if necessary; keep a mental
track of everything that has been said; remember the key messages
you’ve agreed; mentally edit the interview as you go; AND keep the
interviewee confident and relaxed. Doing all that without going crosseyed is the real art!

Getting started
• Have a casual chat with the interviewee while the crew set up. Try to get
them relaxed, suss out their mood and style, and maybe chat over the key
messages to see what might make them open up or get excited.
• Before you start, remind the interviewee of why you’re doing this, how
you’re going to approach it, and how it’s going to be used.
• Tell the interviewee to be relaxed but passionate. I usually tell them
to pitch the style as if we’re chatting at a networking drinks event –
enthusiastic enough to make me want to know more, not so much detail
that I’ll get bored and walk away!
• Remind the interviewee that your questions aren’t included (if, like in
our films, they’re not). You need actual sentences – ‘Yes’ is not a usable
answer!
• Stay relaxed, show them that you are in control and they don’t need to
worry about anything but talking to you. The worst kinds of interviews are
when the speaker is also trying to mentally track their answers and edit
what they say. A natural flow of conversation sounds best.
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Writing the questions
• Your list of questions should cover all the points you
need to create the story.
• To create a list of questions, first write out your key
messages and a description of the story. Then jot as
many questions as you can think of. Each question
should prompt them to tell some part of that story or
cover a key message.
• It’s good if your questions overlap, and you ask the same
thing but in different ways. Someone might not open
up to ‘what does your company do?’, but they might
get really enthusiastic when asked ‘what issue are you
tackling?’.
• Once you’ve drafted all your questions, rearrange them
into an order that makes sense. Consider breaking them
into topical chunks. That will make it easier for you to run
through them in a way that feels natural. Grouping also
means that if they covered everything you need in one
answer, you can consider skipping similar questions.

Asking the questions
• Have your printed list of questions. Don’t bury yourself
in it, but have it there as a prompt so you can keep the
interview moving.
• Have a list of ‘key points’ that you have to cover, mentally
tick these off as you go through.
• To keep the interview flowing and feeling natural, pick
up on what was said at the end of the last answer: So
how does that work? Who are those customers? Why do
those customers come to you? etc.
• If an answer is long, waffly, off-point or includes notable
mistakes or hesitations, a useful response is: That was
great, how would you summarise that?

• The second answer is often better. You can either repeat
questions straight away, OR you can cover all questions,
then go back to the beginning and ask them again. If you
don’t do repeats, you’ll kick yourself when you come to
edit and think ‘if only they’d said that a little bit clearer!’.
I usually interview for around 40 minutes to get content
for a three-minute film.

General hints and tips
• The interviewee will follow your energy, so give the
energy you want to see in the interview: relaxed, serious,
professional, casual, enthusiastic, personable etc.
• Keep eye contact and keep smiling. It will show in their
expression on camera.
• Act like you genuinely found the answer interesting, this
keeps the person motivated. Don’t bury your head in
your question sheet.

• Don’t speak over them! Once they finish talking, wait
a beat before you chime in with ‘Great, next question!’
(Otherwise the editor will hate you)
• Think on your feet and be adaptive. If a particular
phrasing of the question isn’t working, ask it a different
way. Or leave questions and come back to them.
• If your interviewee isn’t breaking out of ‘formal presenter’
mode, you can try to trick them into being a human.
Break your style and act as if you’re asking a question
informally: ‘Hang on, just for my own understanding, do
you guys actually make this stuff?’
• If you’re not enjoying the interview or aren’t interested
in what they’re saying, then chances are that the viewer
won’t enjoy it either.
• Keep going until they relax, open up and get passionate,
and then stay in that energy and keep pushing. That’s the
gold dust!
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PART 12

Transcribing the
interviews, finding
the story

12

Congratulations! You’ve done your day of filming so the
stressful part is over. It’s now time to take what you’ve
shot and start turning it into a film. The first step is to
look at the interviews. This is where you’re going to
shape your story.

Transcribing: DIY or online service
You can either transcribe the interview(s) yourself or upload to
an online service. The decision really comes down to time and
budget.
Online services are quick and relatively cheap. The downsides
are waiting for it to be done (if you choose a slower, cheaper
option) and if your topic is industry specific then they may
have some quirky interpretations of the technical words! If
you’re super lucky, your editor may even have the software to
do transcriptions without needing an external service.
If you’re on a mega tight budget there’s an opportunity for a
little bit of cost saving by doing it yourself. However, it will take
you a lot longer than a professional, so be sure to weigh up
that cost benefit.
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Adding a time code
If you’re working with a professional editor (I will stress later
that I think this is a must) then ask them to create a file of the
interview with the sound files synced and a time stamp over
the video. This means whoever is transcribing can refer to the
time stamp as a common reference point.
You can then upload this file to your online transcription
service, or use it yourself.

DIY transcribing
If you’re doing it yourself then plug in some headphones,
download that video file so you can use the play/pause key on
your keyboard (that doesn’t work when streaming) and get up
a word document.

• Add the timecode at the start of every answer.
• Don’t bother transcribing your questions (it doesn’t
matter what you asked, it matters what they answered).
• Mark up accurately what they say with repeated words
(from… from), hesitations (…) or other errors (from
reaching…sorry… research). This will help you see how
clear an answer is when you’re later choosing what
sections to use in your edit.
• Mark any sound interference [CRASH]. Again, so you
know how clean an answer actually is.
• If you’re using a transcription service this usually means
ticking the ‘verbatim’ option.

Reviewing the transcription

Gathering the ‘best bits’
Once you’ve gone through and made all of your highlights,
copy and paste those sections out into a clean document.
Make sure you keep the time codes with each section.

Paper edit

Once you have your transcription, it’s time to go through and
mark it up. Play the interview video from the beginning again,
and choose a highlight colour (if you have more than one
interview, highlight them each in their own colour).
Every time they say something that is on message and
sounds good, highlight that section. It doesn’t have to be
the whole answer, just the bit you liked. That might mean the
first sentence from an answer, and then the last sentence –
missing out the middle section. It might even be part of one
answer and another part of a completely different answer that
fits together nicely.

Whether you’re doing it yourself or paying for it to be done
professionally, here are some formatting tips:

Save this document as it is – your editor can use it to find your
desired selects. And you might want to revisit it later if you’re
looking for an extra section.

I then save a copy of this document as is, without any further
editing, so you’ve got something to go back to if you get in a
muddle or are looking for something you later delete.

Play through the video until the first question. Mark down
the timecode just before your interviewee starts talking.
Then transcribe their answer. Write each answer in separate
sections with the time stamp at the beginning. This will give
your editor a reference point when you start moving things
about.

Format

You’ll want to have your key messages document with you
as you do this. It’s usually quite easy to tell which bits are
interesting and engaging, but sometimes a message is so
important that you’ll have to find a section that covers it, even
if it’s not said in an ideal way.

Edit as you go, so if they say the same thing but better a bit
further down, highlight the new answer and un-highlight the
earlier option.

It’s time to start finding the story. I always feel this is a bit like
carving a sculpture or sieving for gold: the story is in there,
you just have to work through the content enough until it
shows itself.
I often start by rearranging all the segments (keeping their
timecodes with them!) into a structure. I’ll put down headings
(e.g. how we started; how it works; customers; benefits etc)
and then copy and paste each answer selection under the
correct heading (sometimes you’ll put one part under two
different headings, that’s ok).
From there, I’ll either pick out the sections I want to build a
story that makes sense. Or, I’ll ruthlessly cut out all of the nonessential parts, and what’s left will make the story. The story
will emerge: trust the process.
Once you’ve got a story that works, this is your paper edit.
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Cutting it down further
Once I have a story that seems to flow and make sense, I give
it to the editor to make a video ‘paper edit’.
To do this they’ll need the original transcription and your
paper edit. They’ll then collate what you’ve made on paper
using the actual video clips.
When you get this back it’s best not to watch it, as it’ll jump all
over the place. But use it to listen to the audio, and to check
the length.
Take a look at an example…

So now it’s time to cut. Be ruthless. A paper edit will run at
about 1 minute shorter than a finished film will be (once you
put in pauses etc). For promotional films you want to aim for a
final length of under 3min 30s, so ideally you want a paper edit
at 2min 30s.

See how this paper edit lays the foundation for the whole
film…

You can cut out whole sections that aren’t key. You can also
shorten each answer. This is similar to the editing you do with
writing to make it more concise. Think: what point are they
making, do you need all those words to make it? Often just
the first and last thing someone says makes a point, and the
middle is waffle that you can cut. Don’t be afraid to splice out,
creatively and splice together.

Having enough footage
This form of story construction means that you will have a
lot of cuts in what your interviewee is saying. Remember, if
you cut them mid-sentence then you can’t ‘see’ them for that
section. You don’t want any of those jump cuts to show in
the finished film (because it looks horrible and reminds your
viewer that they’re watching something quite heavily curated).

Length
Your first edit will be too long. You’ll have selected everything
that is relevant and tells the story, and it might be 6 or more
minutes long.

This is why it is essential to get enough footage of the plant,
process, people working etc. If you don’t have much additional
footage, then you’ll need to stay ‘on’ the person talking a lot
more. And if you’re doing that, you can’t cut up what they’re
saying in the same way.

Final paper edit

Approval
If you’re working for a client, or if you need sign-off from other
people in your organisation, this is a good check-in point.
Ideally, you want to know that this isn’t going to change again
once the editor starts the picture edit. It’s easy to make
changes now. It’s much harder once the editor has carefully
worked all the sequences together.
If you’re sending the video file for approval, be sure to warn
the people looking at it that this isn’t what it’s going to look
like, and that the final version will be more spaced out and
have visuals! I usually advise them just to listen and not watch.

Keep cutting, and getting your editor to produce new versions
to listen to, until you get it right.
The story should flow and make sense. You should remain
engaged while listening to it. And it should sound like the
person is talking continuously – some cuts might work on
paper, but really don’t in real life.
This is now the final framework that’s going to be used to
create the film.
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PART 13

The picture edit
You’ve used the interviews to find your story and fix a
paper edit. Now it’s time for the picture edit (this is my
favourite part).

13

Use a professional editor
It is essential that you use a professional editor.
The edit makes the film, and a good professional editor knows
exactly what they’re doing. Your film will NOT look good
without one. Even if you’ve got quite savvy at Movie Maker or
iMovie, it still won’t be good enough. I’ve spent a lot of time
editing personal projects and I still don’t edit professional
films.
Point made? OK, moving on.

Finding a good editor
Now that we’ve agreed that you need a professional, you need
to find a good editor. This isn’t easy. Editors vary in quality. It’s
an art form, which means however much experience someone
has, it isn’t guaranteed they are ‘good’.
Look at an editor’s previous work, do you like the style? You
also want someone who is easy to work with. Editors can be a
very special breed. Talk to them about your project and what
you’re trying to achieve. Do they ‘get’ it? Do they make you
feel confident and at ease?
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Then let them tell you their day rate and how many days they
need, and don’t argue with them. I have never had an editor
try to overcharge me. Editors are notoriously underpaid for
the skill of what they do. Don’t try and negotiate them down to
less days – unless you’re willing to change what you’re asking
for.

What your editor will need
Checklist:
• A hard drive with all the footage on
• All the sound files
• Your original interview transcripts with highlighted
selections
• The paper edit (including time codes)
• Your original filming brief – gives them a record of what
you were trying to achieve before you started
• Notes on what you want and your edit ideas (see below)
• A shortlist of music choices (I’ll cover this next week)
• Logos, branding guidelines, font styles etc for any
graphics or titles (again, we’ll cover this next week)
• Examples of other work you’ve produced, links to
your website, examples of other films you want to
emulate. Don’t go overboard, but it all helps shape their
impression of what you want.

Other times, I’m less fixed and am open to the editor’s own
interpretation. You’ll have the paper edit set, so the storyline
is agreed between you. You’ll have an original shot list worked
out and filmed mini-sequences based on it – so, again, your
editor is working with set material. Often that’s enough to
guide them, and it’s best to let them interpret exactly how that
all comes together in their own way.
It helps to share with your editor details about the client/
project; the overall impression you want to give; why you’re
making this film; who the audience is; how long you need it to
be; where you’re going to use it… etc. It’s easy to forget that
they haven’t been with you up until this point, and they don’t
know all this background stuff! The more they can understand
what you want to achieve, the more chance the first cut you
get back will be close to what you’re looking for.

Good storytelling
These are things that a good editor will look to do naturally,
but it doesn’t help to have this coming from you – the Director
– also.

We’ve talked about the importance of telling stories. In your
paper edit you’ve determined what the audio (spoken) story
is going to be. The picture edit will determine what the visual
story is.
1. NARRATIVE ARC

You want your whole film to have a story arc. It should have
a beginning, a middle and an end. This makes it satisfactory
viewing. The shots and the music create this overall feel.
What shot does it open with? What’s the final closing shot?
What overall story are the visuals telling? You will have worked
this out before you started shooting, so this should be clear.
Communicate these things to your editor before you start.
E.g. We see a resident in their own home, talking about the
damp issues they’ve faced. We then follow the installation of
the new passive heat recovery system. And at the end, we
return to the resident all happy now that the problem is fixed.
This happens to be the story of our Ventive case study. Take
a look…

WATCH THE FILM WE
MADE FOR VENTIVE

Communicating with your editor
With some films, I have a very set idea of how the visual
narrative will run. Once we’ve fixed the paper edit, I’ll usually
share a version of it with my notes for visuals.
Our company was founded in 1945
[external shot and people walking in]
We’re focused on the energy sector
[Engineers arriving and putting on their safety gear]
etc.
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actually they’re working on something totally unrelated, but
that doesn’t matter.
As we say in PR: don’t let the truth get in the way of a good
story!

Approval
Once you’ve got your picture edit to a point that you’re happy,
this is again a good point to share it for approval. Again, be
clear about what has or hasn’t happened yet. So if you are still
to add titles, do the sound edit, or finalise the music – let this
be known, so all your feedback doesn’t come back obsessing
about these missing elements.

The magic
The first picture edit is the most magical part of making a film.
You pass over all your hard work, hoping it all makes sense
the way you thought it would, and then you get back an actual
film! And there it all is, telling your story. I never get tired of it.

2. SEQUENCES

Within the overall narrative arc, you want to work with minisequences. Too many lazy promotional films just collate all the
relevant shots and move through them. That isn’t storytelling.
You have your overall narrative story, but within that, there is
the opportunity to tell lots of mini stories. Each new subject or
area you cover should ideally be told in a narrative sequence.
In the Ventive film above, we don’t just see a random selection
of shots of the building process or the finished installed
product; we see the product being installed in sequence. This
type of narrative storytelling is much more engaging for a
viewer. We’re hardwired to engage in stories, so we’re much
more likely to stick with something if it feels like a story.

External objectivity
An editor can provide great external objectivity. They often
won’t have been on the shoot, so all they know of the client
and the site is what they can see in the footage. So whilst you
might feel it’s very important to show a close up of the new
type of screw being used, they may rightfully point out that
– to an outsider (which will include your viewers) – it doesn’t
look like anything interesting.
There are plenty of instances in our films where the footage
might be implying that what you are seeing is what’s being
talked about. Often it’s not. The interviewee may talk about
one element of their R&D process, and visually we see two
engineers working at a station. Now you may know that
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PART 14

Finishing touches
The picture edit has been approved; you’re so nearly there! But now
for the little bits that make the finished product. This is where we add
production value.

14

Sound
We talked before about the importance of sound. You can’t make a good film
without good quality sound. A lot of that comes from professionally recording
the interviews and using live sound. But it’s important in the edit too.
Once you’ve locked down the picture edit, you need to do the sound edit.
There are two options for this. The first is that your editor does it. Most good
editors can handle a basic sound edit, and it will come as part of the package
you agree with them. However, if you have the budget or sound is particularly
important to your film, you may want to consider an external sound edit.
Unless you send it to a production house (an expensive route), it is usually
best to use the same sound recordist to do your sound edit. A lot of recordists
will also be sound designers. This person knows the environment and what
they recorded, so they are best placed to do the edit. If this is a route you’re
considering, discuss it before you book your sound person to find someone
who offers design and edit as well as the actual recording.
A sound edit can mean simply balancing out the music, talking and
background sound. It may also be adding additional sound design. When we
discussed the importance of sound I shared our film for Saietta. In the final
edit, we added a lot of sound elements to build the layers of interest – either
stuff we had recorded on the day, or things that our editor had far too much
fun making additional recordings of (tapping keyboards, clicking metal nails
etc).
Have a listen, can you hear the added sound?
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Music
Music sets the atmosphere for the film. You can access your
music through royalty-free online libraries.
Our usual practice is that I make a playlist of potential tracks
that have the right ‘feel’ of what I’ve been imagining, and the
editor will choose from these (or do a ‘find similar’ search) for
the tracks that will work with the actual edit.
Often these libraries have the functionality to search by mood
or instrumentation, which can be really helpful. Have a think
about exactly what you’re trying to get across. Do you want
this to be tense and dramatic; or uplifting and moving; or
urgent; or mechanical and robotic…
The cheap way is to have one track that runs for the whole
film. But that rarely works and will slowly drive your audience
mad. In a 3-4 min film we usually use two or three tracks.
Your music should follow that same overall narrative arc we
discussed in the picture edit: The intro sets the scene and
mood for the film; a music change for the middle keeps things
moving and changes the pace; and the final music brings it all
together and completes the picture.
(Note: In reality, you’ll choose your music when you do the
picture edit – as the pictures should be edited to the beat or
pacing of the music.)

And the right music really does make all the difference. One
of our most popular films is for Kite Power Systems. There are
a lot of reasons it came together so well, but a key one is the
music track. See what you think…

Grading
You know when you watch TV or films and there’s just
something about the way it looks that makes it look like TV or
film? Well, a lot of that is the grading. Grading is a bit like when
you choose a filter on your Instagram photos.
A good grade can dramatically increase the quality of your
film. To grade properly you can send the film to a specialist
post-production house or freelancer that specialises in
grading.
Your editor should be able to do a basic grade to make sure
there is a similar look and feel throughout your film. And often
that’s the only level of grading you can afford. But it is worth
considering stretching the budget to include a full grade.

Titles
Your film may have intro titles. It will definitely have some sort
of ending title – even if that’s just a screen with your logo and
web address. And usually, it will include ‘lower thirds’ which are
the name captions for the interviewees.
Having professional looking titles really adds to the
production value of the overall film. It’s also a good way to
‘brand’ your film so it looks like ‘yours’. You ideally want a
designer to work these up for you so that everything is on
brand and looking good. Alternatively, you can share your
brand guidelines with your editor who can develop titles
following them.
You can also look at using animated titles for the lower thirds.
You can buy templates for these, but you’ll need a programme
such as AfterEffects to edit them.

Titles may be something your editor can handle, or you may
need to get a separate designer or animator to help with
these. Again, make sure you discuss this with your editor
beforehand.

Subtitles
Subtitles are a great tool when displaying your film at events
and other situations where the sound may not be fully audible.
Subtitles are also becoming standard for online videos
(YouTube etc.) to ensure content is accessible to those hardof-hearing, foreign speakers, or anyone needing to watch
content without sound (e.g. in a busy office).
You can create a separate version of your film with ‘burnt
on’ subtitles, and use this at events etc. You can also add a
subtitle file to YouTube or other online hosting sites so that
viewers have the option to switch subtitles on.
Your editor can manually add the subtitles or you can use an
online service as you may have for the original transcription
(especially if you want translations).
And finally, your film is finished!
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PART 15

Strategy and
distribution

15

Last year, I gave a talk at the inaugural EcoSummit
Amsterdam on Content Strategies for Cleantech Startups. Below you can see what I had to say on making a
video and not having a distribution strategy…

“Investing in good content is the first step. But don’t waste
that investment by doing nothing with it.”
This is particularly true for films. Clients often get very excited
about film production, and it really matters to them that we
portray everything about their company just so. But if that film
is just going to sit in a forgotten corner of the Internet with no
one watching it, it’s a waste of their time and money.
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Uploading
First, you’ll need to upload your film to a video hosting site.
Really your two viable options are Vimeo and YouTube. Here
are some tips for getting things right at the upload stage:
• Title: Make it catchy so someone wants to click on it, or
informative so it’s clear what it’s about.

put it on the ‘About’ page. If it’s a case study it may make more
sense on a ‘Customers’ or ‘How it works’ page.
My main tip would be: Don’t hide it.

Sharing your film

• Tags: These make your film searchable. So think of
anything someone might type into a YouTube search that
should bring up your film.

Your website
All going well, the film you have created is a short and
impactful introduction to your company. So it’s a great piece
of content for your website. Have a think about visitor journey
and when you want them to see the film.

• Personalised emails: Use the film as an opportunity to
get directly in touch with important customers, partners
or investors. Tell them why you made the film, ask them
to watch it and let you know their thoughts.
• Second-hand sharing: Certain partners or customers
may want to share the film through their own channels. If
it’s a case study that features another company then it’s
also great promotional content for them to share.

• Description: A short description that gives any context a
viewer might want or need. You can include a description
of your company and a link to your website here.

• Thumbnail: YouTube lets you choose one of three
random thumbnails for your film. I would suggest using
the ‘upload your own’ version. Either search through the
film and take a screenshot of the most enticing looking
shot. Or design your own by using that enticing shot
and adding a title or a png (no background) version of
your logo over it. The better this looks, the more chance
someone will click on it to play your film. And it makes
you look more professional.

an active member of some appropriate groups you could
share the video in.

Offline (real world) uses
Your film should be an effective and powerful introduction to
your company. So sometimes it’s best to let it do the talking.
Showing the film to a live audience is also a great way to
watch their reactions!

You don’t want to simply rely on your audience re-visiting your
website and chancing upon seeing your new film. There are
lots of ways to make sure that anyone engaging with your
company also sees your film:

• Presentations: Start your presentations by showing the
film first, or embed it at an appropriate point.
• Meetings: Start meetings with it – use it as an
opportunity to bring people up to speed while you get
yourself ready for the meeting.

• Newsletter: Announce your new film by sending out a
special newsletter.

• Investor pitches: Get your investors warmed up by using
the film to introduce your company and technology.

• Email signature: Add a link to your email signature
so that every time you send a message you’re also
promoting your film.

• Trade shows: Have the film running on loop on your
stand. You will need to think about sound for this, it would
make a lot of sense to add subtitles to your film for this
sort of use.

If you think the film is the best introduction to your company,
then put it proudly on the Homepage. You could go as far as
to make it the whole homepage (depending on your website
template options).

• Social media: Social media is a great place to share film
content. You can also share short social media clips from
the main film, that entice viewers through to watch the
full film.

If it’s more important that visitors see the existing content on
your home page first, then you could add it further down, or

• LinkedIn: Add the film to your personal LinkedIn profile
as well as your company or group page. Perhaps you’re

Press
Increasingly, online news channels are desperate for video
content. Video gets more clicks and increases visitor
engagement and click-through rates.
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So when you send out a press release, send the film along
with it and let journalists know that they’re welcome to embed
it alongside their stories.
Our Climeworks film received well over 100,000 views
because we sent it out with the press materials about their
launch.

Call to action
It’s also important to decide what you want someone to do
once they’ve finished watching the film. Is it enough for them
to simply watch it, be impressed and then go on their way?
Or do you want them to carry on engaging with you after this
point?
You can put ‘calls to action’ in the description of the video on
YouTube. You can also add overlays and links to the actual
video using the YouTube settings.
You may want to encourage viewers to:
•
•
•
•

Visit your website
Watch another video
Email you
Sign up to your newsletter

Organic, paid-for and ‘going viral’
You may reach enough of your target audience by following all
of the steps above. However, you may also want to consider
paying for extra reach. This can take various forms:
•
•
•
•
•

Google Adwords
YouTube ads
Social media promotional posts
Facebook ads
Paid editorial content

Each form of paid content reaches audiences in different
ways and has different costs. They also vary in effectiveness.

Think hard before you start paying for promotion about who
your audience is, where they are, and what value a video view
is worth to you. It may not be worth paying to get thousands
of views, if those views are from a general audience that
doesn’t include your target customers.
If you are considering paying for reach, then I would
recommend a lower cost experiment. Pick an amount your
willing to ‘trial’ advertising with. Set it up to reach your
audience, and make sure you can track their journey (e.g.
through your website). You want to have a way of knowing
what a paid-for view translates into (newsletter sign-up,
customer call etc). Once you’ve used up that budget you can
do a cost-benefit analysis to decide if paid-for promotion will
you bring you enough value for what it costs. Scale up only if
it’s worth it.
And remember – ‘going-viral’ is an enticing prospect, and
hundreds of thousands of views on your video will feel great.
But don’t forget why you’re doing this. One positive response
from the right customer/partner/investor that sees your video,
may be worth a lot more than 400,000 random views on your
YouTube channel.

And here’s my call to action for this
whole eBook…
I’ve really enjoyed the chance
to share all the ins and outs of
filmmaking. I hope you’ve found it
equally useful and inspiring.
I’m excited to see what you do with
this information. Please do send us
links to any film work you’ve made
using this advice. You can email us
or catch us on social media.
And of course, if you’ve got a good
story to tell and you think we’re the
right team to bring it to life through
film – then I’d love to chat about
your next project. Please get in
touch: film@lifesizemedia.com

